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The price of Our CS0-002 practice guide is affordable, and you
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promotion for our worthy customers.
Before purchasing we provide CS0-002 dumps VCE free, you can
download the free demo whenever you want, Choosing
Business-First CompTIA CS0-002 practice test is the best way.
As exam fees are too high, our CompTIA CS0-002 dumps VCE are
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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the Exhibit button and view a network diagram and a
switch configuration.
What happens when the 10 Gigabit Ethernet link 1/0/25 shown in
the exhibit is disconnected from the HP A5800 switch IRF Member
5? (Select two.)
A. Interfaces on IRF Member 5 are placed in MAD shutdown.
B. Interfaces on IRF Member 4 are placed in MAD shutdown.
C. No interfaces are placed in MAD shutdown.
D. Interfaces on IRF Member 3 are placed in MAD shutdown.
E. The IRF split stack is NOT detected.
F. Interfaces on IRF Member 2 are placed in MAD shutdown.

Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which classification of exploit does an attacker use to gain
access to a physically-secured device?
A. evil maid
B. USB
C. local
D. remote
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is the correct choice in order to make a custom widget
available on a Mashup page?
A. Create a war file for the custom widget and deploy in
WebSphere
B. Build the widget and deploy in the mashup catalog
C. Add the widget code to the IBM Case Manager war file
D. Add the widget code to the ECM Widgets war file
Answer: B
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